Here for you…
on our continuous journey

Every journey starts with a vision. A picture of where you want to go and what you want to
experience and achieve. We share the same vision at TM, where we go the extra mile to
understand your needs so that you can focus on the things that are important to you.
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DEAR VALUED STAKEHOLDERS,
As the new Chairman, I am pleased to submit my first assessment
of the Company’s financial and non-financial performance for the
year 2018. Firstly, I would like to thank the Board for their trust in
me as the successor to Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Dr Sulaiman Mahbob. With
my experience and passion for the telecommunications industry,
I hope to humbly continue my predecessors’ journey of transformation
and growth for TM.
The last 12 months were nothing but extraordinary for us at TM as well as our stakeholders.
For one, a new Malaysia has emerged and similarly, TM has undergone some turbulence
due to the competitive landscape and industry dynamics. At the same time, we saw a
similar wave of change in TM’s leadership as the Board appointed several new executive
members. In November, Imri Mokhtar, TM’s own home-grown talent with a strong background
in strategy and business operations, took charge as the new Acting Group Chief Executive
Officer (AGCEO). I am confident that his leadership will go a long way into not just addressing
the near-term challenges, but in catalysing the long-term success of TM.

HERE TO CREATE VALUE FOR OUR
STAKEHOLDERS
The very intent of our business is to create value for our
multiple stakeholders and to be there for them, addressing
their most critical needs – from quality and technology to
agility and performance. Sustainability of the business is a
priority for the Board of Directors and the Company’s
executive leaders. It is a formal board agenda and is
embedded in our annual business plan. It is central to our
competitiveness and the Company’s continued ability to
operate.

Normalised
Group EBIT

1.07

RM

Billion

ROSLI MAN

Chairman

As such, we place high priority in operating sustainably with a focus on the
creation of long-term shareholder value. Towards this, we are continuously
monitoring and evaluating how our business is equipped and empowered
to deliver such value and how we can communicate it to our stakeholders
in the most effective and efficient manner.
With this objective, we ﬁrst embarked on our integrated reporting journey
in 2016. The subsequent Integrated Annual Reports (IAR) in 2017, as well
as the current year, have evolved and been reﬁned to reﬂect best reporting

Customer Satisfaction
Measure Score of
more than

Interim Cash
Dividend

75.1

RM

practices, particularly the principles of the International Integrated Reporting
Framework (IIRF) prescribed by the International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC). The framework has helped us to appreciate the inter-play
between various components of our business, including our resources,
risks, values, processes and systems, all of which operate in synergy to
deliver value for our stakeholders. As a result, we are dedicated to creating
an environment of responsible capital and resource allocation, recognising
the full range of factors that affect value and support integrated thinking,
planning, execution, measurement and reporting.

Million

73
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This year’s report aims to provide our stakeholders
a well-rounded perspective on our current
performance, as well as insights into our business
strategy and future prospects. It includes the
ongoing process of identifying, disclosing and
prioritising the Group’s material issues and their
potential positive or negative impacts on the
Group’s ability to create sustainable value. In 2018,
we improved on our materiality assessment by
actively engaging our most critical stakeholders
to better understand their expectations, the issues
that are most material to them in the near and

long-term horizon. Based on the assessment
conducted, ten (10) new material issues have
been identified, bringing to a total of 22 material
issues identified. In addition, our Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) Framework outlines our
strategies to manage the inherent and emerging
business risks, which are continuously monitored
and managed by putting in place effective
mitigation action plans.

The report covers the Group’s financial, social,
governance and environmental performance for
the year ended 31 December 2018, and provides
a review of the Group’s operations. Additional
information on our marketing and other stakeholder
engagement activities have also been included,
mainly to promote understanding of the Group’s
primary processes and to provide an informed
assessment of the Group’s risks and opportunities,
and its ability to create and sustain value in the
long term, for the benefit of all our stakeholders.

HERE TO NAVIGATE THROUGH
CHALLENGING TIMES
While the year under review saw many uncertainties,
TM has demonstrated resilience, while maintaining
its focus on delivering value for its stakeholders.
This journey has enabled a higher level of
consciousness in gaining clear line of sight of both
the risks as well as opportunities that this new
reality beholds. We immediately reacted to the
changing landscape of the telecommunications
industry with an accelerated transformation
programme aimed particularly at maintaining cost
competitiveness and with clear initiatives to achieve
stronger sustainable operational excellence and
business performance.
Meanwhile, the Government’s call to increase the
broadband speed at lower rates has had some
impact on our business. However, it has been a
new, yet exciting development for our customers,
who can now experience better connectivity at
even more affordable prices. We are pleased to
update that we are aggressively upgrading our
existing customers to up to ten (10) times their
current broadband speed at zero additional cost.
Additionally, we have also introduced new and
affordable, unifi packages, with 30Mbps and 100Mbps
speed offerings.
Last year, we also announced the revision of our
Headline Key Performance Indicators (KPI) in
response to various market challenges, intensifying
competition, rising business/operating costs, and
pricing pressures. Following that, our financial
performance was affected with 2.2% lower revenue
year-on-year, of RM11.82 billion. We recorded a
Group Reported Earnings Before Interest and Tax
(EBIT) of RM64.6 million, whilst Group’s Normalised
EBIT was RM1.07 billion, within our 2018 guidance.
Our Performance Improvement Programme 2018
(PIP2018) initiatives such as cost optimisation yielded
improved operating performance despite the lower
revenue. We managed to sustain customer
satisfaction with a Customer Satisfaction Measure
(TRI*M index) score of more than 73, above the
global telco average of 66.

Meanwhile, in order to support TM’s long-term
strategic objectives and to balance the business
sustainability of the Group with the interests of our
other stakeholders, the Board has revised our
dividend policy to 40.0% to 60.0% from our PATAMI.
Taking into account the overall business
circumstances and earnings performance, our capital
commitments, financial conditions, distributable
reserves and other relevant factors, we have declared
an interim cash dividend of 2.0 sen per share or
RM75.1 million for the financial year 2018.

“WE REMAIN TRUE TO OUR
COMMITMENT TO EXPAND
HIGH-SPEED BROADBAND
ACROSS MALAYSIA MAKING
IT ACCESSIBLE TO MORE
MALAYSIANS, WHILE MEETING
THE GOVERNMENT’S OBJECTIVE
OF ESTABLISHING A TRULY
CONNECTED NATION.”

HERE TO CHART A NEW PATH

HERE TO BUILD A BETTER
MALAYSIA

The PIP2018 has been instrumental in helping
TM navigate through the current and emerging
challenges. Our ultimate objective is to seamlessly
deliver on our strategies to Accelerate Convergence
and Empower Digital to enable Malaysia’s Digital
Nation aspirations through Connectivity and Digital
Infrastructure.
Moving forward in 2019, we are continuing on our
next phase of transformation via the PIP2019-2021
to ensure our resilience and long-term sustainability
towards shaping an organisation that reinforces
customer centricity. We will strive to do much better
in our execution and operations. This is all about
simplifying the way we work so that customers can
benefit from that experience. TM needs to do things
differently and we need to up the pace of change.
Towards this end, we will focus on three (3) key
areas: customer, business and people.
This is an exciting time with new challenges
affecting the global telco industry. We are confident
that our new leadership and various long-term
initiatives will pave the way to accelerate our
current plans of convergence and digital.

As an enabler of Malaysia’s Digital Nation aspiration,
I assure all stakeholders that we endeavour to
strengthen our role in realising the national agenda
i.e., to connect and empower Malaysians and
businesses to improve lives. We have been at the
frontier of each telecommunication technology
evolution of our nation. Our vast and deep
experience has equipped us with the right tools,
people and mindset to elevate Malaysia into a
digital economy. We already have the widest
connectivity and convergence network and we
are now focusing on expanding our digital
infrastructure to enable us to serve a more digital
society, digital businesses and digital Government.
Towards this end, we will continue to collaborate
with our strategic partners to further develop our
connectivity and digital infrastructure capacity,
playing our part in catalysing a Digital Nation. For
instance, through our ICT products such as data
centres, integrated network infrastructure, and
smart services solutions, TM ONE empowers private
enterprises and government agencies by helping
them to fully realise and optimise their digital
aspiration.
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As a strategic partner, we have a solid track record
of over a decade in nation building, through our
state-of-the-art networks and service provisioning
as well as efforts to promote the industry and
transform the lives of all Malaysians through our
products and services. We are the key enabler for
the national communications infrastructure, and
the one and only capable of providing fully integrated
telecommunications, ICT and digital. We are proud
of our role as the strategic partner in establishing
the ecosystem for the digital society, digital
businesses and digital Government. We remain
committed to accelerating the delivery of innovative
digital services and solutions for the key industry
verticals in the enterprise and public sector.
Similarly, in bridging the digital gap, TM is a key
partner and enabler of the Universal Service
Provision (USP) in cooperation with the Malaysian
Communications and Multimedia Commission
(MCMC), promoting the widespread availability and
use of network and application services throughout
Malaysia. From a predominantly rural focus, these
projects are now responsible for deploying
telecommunications infrastructure, submarine
cables, WiFi hotspots, wireless broadband,
payphones and community broadband centres.
We work closely with MCMC to expand digital
reach to rural areas and underserved communities
via community broadband centres and libraries
nationwide, alongside our commitment in the
Rural Broadband Initiatives (RBB). We also provide
connectivity to Pulau Tioman, Pulau Perhentian
and Pulau Pangkor via more than 90km submarine
cables, under STINGRAY Project.

HERE TO CHAMPION CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY AND
SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability has emerged as a recurring topic
from our discussions with many stakeholders. At
TM, our sustainability framework has five (5) key
pillars (social equity, green citizenship, economic
value, good governance and better future) that
support our brand ethos, ‘Life Made Easier.
Responsibility at TM goes beyond ‘Business-asUsual’. This means that we will do everything in
our capacity and capability to not just contribute
to economic value by offering smarter business
solutions, but we will also strive to create social
equity, inspire green citizenship through digital
transformation, promote good principles of
governance that create institutions of trust and
transparency, which are necessary for building a
smarter nation and a better future.
For instance, through Yayasan TM (YTM) and our
education arm, Multimedia University (MMU), we
continued to serve the socio-economic objectives
of education i.e., to improve access to education,
employability, income potential, and quality of life.
We also continued our efforts in nation building
and education through our TM School Adoption
Programme. We have also collaborated with many
partners to inspire innovation amongst the students
via Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics (STEM) subjects.
On the environment, in addition to managing the
emissions from our operational footprint, our
priority has been to raise greater awareness on
the need to conserve the rich natural habitats,
including our forests, oceans, and flora and fauna
– all to offer a better planet for our future
generations. In 2018, we conducted the TM Earth
Camp (TMEC) – Junior Environmental Leadership
Series (JELS) to raise environmental consciousness
amongst children.

Further cementing our commitment to best
practices in sustainability initiatives reporting and
communications, we received the Platinum Rank
for Asia Sustainability Reporting Rating at the 14th
National Center for Sustainability Reporting (NCSR)
Award 2018.
In short, our company’s motto goes beyond making
profits. We embrace the responsibility of catalysing
socio-economic development and environmental
well-being.
More information on our community and
environmental efforts can be found in “Sustainability
at TM” section of this report or on our Full Online
Edition of Sustainability Report 2018.

HERE TO UPHOLD CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE BY CHAMPIONING
INTEGRITY @ HEART
TM sees integrity, transparency and accountability
as three (3) pillars that uphold the standards of
its employees’ behaviour and conduct in TM. The
highest level of integrity and ethics is maintained
through continuous review of our existing policies
and processes and implemented via rigorous
awareness, internalisation and enforcement efforts.
This demonstrates our strong commitment to
promote integrity and good governance values
towards realising TM’s mission and vision. This is
part of our continuous effort to inculcate good
values in order to make TM a high performance
organisation, efficient, friendly, responsible, trust
and integrity.

In recognition of our staunch commitment to
uphold high standards of corporate governance,
accountability transparency, disclosure of
information to our stakeholders, and high level of
excellence in integrated corporate reporting, we
have been honoured with two (2) top awards for
Public Listed Companies (PLCs) at the 2nd Minority
Shareholders Watch Group (MSWG) ASEAN
Corporate Governance Awards 2018 and four (4)
awards at the prestigious National Annual Corporate
Report Awards (NACRA) 2018.

TM’s Management team deserves a special mention
for their unwavering commitment to the Company,
especially those who fulfilled the daunting task of
the GCEO position – Dato’ Sri Mohammed Shazalli;
Datuk Bazlan and the incumbent, Imri. On behalf
of Warga TM, I congratulate them for their tireless
efforts and positive contributions.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Firstly, I would like to thank our community of
shareholders, who have believed in our business,
our people and our potential to deliver better.
With their continuing support, we will remain
committed to create both shareholders’ value and
stakeholders’ returns.

In closing, once again, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank my predecessor, Tan Sri
Dato’ Seri Dr Sulaiman Mahbob for his leadership,
dedication and contribution to the Group during
his tenure. An exemplary role model in civil service
and a well-respected economist, Dr Sulaiman, with
his vast experience in diverse fields, helped TM
Group to maintain its growth focus and momentum
over the last three (3) years. His focus on corporate
governance, integrity, responsibility and
sustainability, and ultimately on the role of TM as
a partner in nation-building, has definitely left a
lasting impact on all of us at TM.
In the same league, I would like to acknowledge
the valuable contributions of YM Tunku Dato’
Mahmood Fawzy Tunku Muhiyiddin for his ten
(10) years of dedicated service; Datuk Bazlan
Osman, our Executive Director since April 2008;
Nik Rizal Kamil Tan Sri Dato’ Nik Ibrahim Kamil,
Datuk Seri Fateh Iskandar Tan Sri Dato’ Mohamed
Mansor, Davide Giacomo Federico Benello and
Dato’ Sri Dr Mohmad Isa Hussain.
I also welcome our new Board members, Dato’
Asri Hamidin @ Hamidon and Faisal @ Pisal Abdul
Ghani, both representing the Ministry of Finance.
Also on Board w.e.f. 3 October 2018, are Dato’
Mohd Naim Daruwish, Hisham Zainal Mokhtar, and
Saheran Suhendran. I am also happy to welcome
back Dr Farid Mohamed Sani, who previously
served as our Chief Strategy Officer (CSO) for
more than four (4) years.

On behalf of the Board, I would also like to take
this opportunity to express our appreciation to
our many stakeholders, who positively contribute
to our continued success.

I also thank the new government and regulators
for their guidance and counsel, especially during
the transition and new policy introductions. My
sincere gratitude extends to our business partners,
who work with us hand-in-glove to deliver quality
products and services to our customers.
Amid a challenging environment and competitive
marketplace, our customers continued to place
their trust in us, remained loyal and supported
our aspiration “To Make Life Easier” for a better
Digital Malaysia. My sincerest appreciation to all
our customers locally and globally.
Last but not the least, a special note of thanks to
Warga TM, who are the backbone of our
organisation. Without their dedication and hard
work, we would not have gained the stability and
strength that is necessary to sustain our growth
journey. Together, I trust, we will continue to
demonstrate our capabilities and deliver better
solutions and a better future for all our stakeholders.
Because, we are Here for You.

ROSLI MAN
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IMRI MOKHTAR

Acting Group Chief Executive Officer

DEAR VALUED SHAREHOLDERS,
I am pleased to present the performance report for the year 2018, the first in my capacity as
entrusting me with the responsibility to champion TM Group’s next phase of transformation.
It is indeed a great honour for me to be selected as the successor of Datuk
Bazlan Osman. I look forward to pursuing the plans that we, together with
the Board and management, have meticulously put in place to bring the
organisation to greater heights as we continue to be “Here for You”, serving
all Malaysians and contributing towards building a Digital Nation.
2018 was undoubtedly one of the most challenging times TM had ever
faced, as we worked to address the competitive landscape and industry
dynamics, without losing focus on our strategies and organisational mission.
We experienced significant challenges but this had only strengthened our
resolve to make good on what we need to deliver to our customers,
shareholders, and indeed all our stakeholders.
Our strategy and focus on Accelerate Convergence and Empower Digital
remained, though we faced unprecedented challenges that impacted our
performance. Hence, the PIP2018 was introduced as a short-term focus to
execute significant initiatives that will improve our performance for year
2018. PIP2018 was anchored on four (4) pillars, which are (1) Revenue,
Preservation and Uplift; (2) Sustained Profitability; (3) Improved Cash Flow;
and (4) Increased Productivity. For 2019 onwards, we are extending the
PIP2018 to the next phase via PIP2019-2021. While the PIP2019-2021
remains as our execution plan over the next three (3) years, our overall
strategy will focus on three (3) strategic pillars – Converged Services; Simple
and Digital; and Lean and Lower Cost. These strategic pillars will be enabled
by our integrated network infrastructure together with its digital platforms
and Warga TM.

HERE TO DEMONSTRATE RESILIENCE AND GROWTH
The telecommunications industry, both locally and internationally, faced
another challenging year as we continued to experience a slow-down in
revenue, mainly due to increasing competition and rising customer expectations.
Revision for lower broadband pricing, speed upgrades and coverage expansion
were our continuous efforts to benefit all Malaysians, despite the increased
intensity in the competitive landscape. In adapting to this change, our
business operations and overall growth momentum during the year were
also impacted.
However, our decades of industry experience have equipped us with forwardlooking strategies to weather the internal and external challenges. We see
these challenges more as opportunities for transformation and growth.
During the year under review, our main focus was to provide excellent
customer experience, drive technological innovation, and deliver attractive
and competitive solutions. We continued with our strategy to manage our
operating costs and reviewed our CAPEX plan by making selected investments
on network development and also by access seeking from other providers
for network expansion. In addition to this, we also introduced differentiated
offerings through Accelerate Convergence and Empower Digital, to effectively
respond to our evolving customers’ needs.

In doing so, TM will be going through the next phase of transformation.
Our new strategic direction reinforces on customer centricity, hence
reinforcing the ‘customers first and simplicity’ philosophy. This will see us
go back to basics, build on our strengths and review every aspect of our
business in order to chart a new path. TM needs to do things differently
and we need to up the pace of change. This is a challenge we, as Warga
TM, are ready to take on and I am proud to be part of this journey together.
I will elaborate more on what this means and the better future that awaits
us in the following pages.
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HERE TO CREATE CUSTOMER VALUE AND
EXPERIENCE

HERE TO MAKE LIFE EASIER

The markets are dynamic, with no physical boundaries due to the advent of
digitalisation. Customer trends are also changing and evolving fast. For instance,
more and more customers are accessing the internet through their mobile
devices even when not on the move. There is a visible shift of customer
preferences from fixed to mobile for convenience, stability and affordability
more so with mobile technology increasingly developing to be able to provide
a network experience comparable to fixed. This, in turn, triggers the need for
investments into both fixed fibre-infrastructure and mobile wireless to meet
the demand for high-speed internet. However, commoditisation of internet
access has now created downward pressure on pricing.
While superfast and reliable online experience is a priority, rapid advancements
in technology continue to influence customers’ choices and behaviour. For
instance, the demand for over-the-top (OTT) and digital applications have been
on the rise. Based on our observation, there is traction amongst customers
using OTT services for entertainment, as well as miscellaneous online services
such as e-hailing and goods delivery. We expect these services to expand further
as Malaysians increasingly embrace a digital lifestyle and its benefits.
In response to these various trends and in keeping with our ‘customer-first’
philosophy:
•

We continue to tap the potential of LTE technologies such as 4G and the
upcoming 5G networks. We offer wireless LTE packages as substitutes to
non-fiberised areas, whereas for areas with access to our fixed connectivity,
we had upgraded the speed gradually over the past two (2) years.

•

We are sweating our existing assets to eliminate redundancies and
replace obsolete technologies in our processes and operations.

•

We are leveraging on digital opportunities by collaborating with OTTs,
both locally and globally, to enhance customer experience and
convenience, making their lives easier.

TM has continuously made progress on the back of its well-defined strategies
and transformation efforts to make life easier. However, we recognise the
need to adapt to the rapidly changing industry, and therefore, we proactively
refined the operational aspects of our key strategic thrusts – ‘Accelerate
Convergence’ and ‘Empower Digital’ (Please refer to TM Integrated Annual
Report 2017 for further reference), to deliver on those objectives.
As we go through the next phase of transformation, it does not mean that
we are going to break down the old to build something completely different.
We remain as the TM as you have always known it, yet enhanced in how
we operate and value-create. All that we, as an organisation, have stood for
all these years still remain the same and relevant. Our identity as the institution
entrusted to be the key driver of the nation’s economic growth, technological
development – and ultimately, prosperity – remains unchanged, in fact
fortified. In the next three (3) years, we will incrementally and sustainably
improve on how we do things. We shall be here to serve you – only in a
better and simpler way.
Customer centricity is and will always be our true north. Our philosophy of
‘customers first and simplicity’ will be amplified, and stated at the core of
everything that we do.
At its foundation, we will be listening to the voice of the customers,
meanwhile being proactive and responding effectively, through simplification
of processes and enhanced digital capabilities.
TM will remain as the integrated telco and the enabler of Malaysia’s Digital
Nation. Fully equipped with our converged networks of copper, fibre, and
wireless; connected seamlessly with ICT infrastructure and digital platforms,
we are able to serve all of our customers, consumers, businesses, the public
sector and industry players alike from end-to-end. We will be here as the
one-stop shop, with our multitude of offerings and effortless support to
fulfil all of your digital needs.

With these measures, our mid-term aspiration is to emerge as a customercentric organisation, driven by market demands.

TM HAS CONTINUOUSLY EVOLVED ON THE ROAD TOWARDS BUILDING A DIGITAL NATION

2011

2016

2019

Broadband
Champion

Convergence
Champion

Enabler of
Digital Nation

We will be here for our customers as
a one-stop shop, with our multitude
of offerings and effortless support to
fulfil all of your digital needs.

To illustrate, via unifi, we will accelerate the offering of a convergence digital
lifestyle for our home and SME customers, with a keener focus on enhancing
positive, simpler customer interactions. As for TM ONE, we will continue to
improve on fulfilling the needs of the various industry verticals within
enterprises and the public sector. As the enabler for businesses to realise
the full potential of their digital opportunities, TM has the capability to
offer a multitude of digital infrastructure solutions such as Cloud and Smart
Solutions, including smart cities. These capabilities are integral in enabling
businesses to thrive in Industrial Revolution 4.0 in addition to being the
ones to enable the public sector to serve the Rakyat better, whilst accelerating
Malaysia’s emergence as a Digital Nation.

Our domestic and international wholesale arm, TM GLOBAL, will continue to
be the industry backbone that connects Malaysia to the world. The top of its
priorities will be strengthening its position through building relationships and
forging partnerships, while at the same time supporting our global network
more efficiently.
Optimum cost efficiency and improved productivity will help fuel our
transformation. Most importantly, we will continue to nurture our people so
that all Warga TM are empowered with the capabilities that are integral to
transformation in the age of convergence, which includes agility as well as a
customer-first mindset.
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THE NEW STRATEGIC DIRECTION OF TM REINFORCES ON CUSTOMER-CENTRICITY: TM AS A KEY PARTNER AND ENABLER
OF MALAYSIA’S DIGITAL NATION ASPIRATION THROUGH CONNECTIVITY AND DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Home & Individual

CUSTOMER

DIGITAL
NATION

SME & Enterprise

Digital Society

Public Sector

Digital Business

Digital Government

DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE

PAYMENTS

DIGITAL ID

CYBERSECURITY

GEOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION
SYSTEM

DATA

IOT & SMART
CITIES

CLOUD

CONNECTIVITY
THE PHYSICAL WIRELESS AND FIXED LINE INFRASTRUCTURE THAT UNDERPINS ALL OTHER DIGITAL
INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES

HERE TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE, WITH PIP2019-2021
Customer centricity is our ultimate priority in our next phase of transformation. To become a true Customer Centric Organisation, we will continue to
simplify customer interactions and improve our customers’ journey through digital capabilities and personalised engagement. unifi will focus on enhancing
customer interactions towards digital self-serve capability across omni channel access, driving improvement of Net Promoter Score (NPS) and social media
sentiment. Meanwhile, for businesses, TM ONE will strive to uplift customer experience by delivering personalised and quality customer engagement whilst
simplifying operational activities. For our partners in telecommunications industry locally and globally, TM GLOBAL will focus towards strengthening its
position as the trusted accelerator of business growth by enhancing and growing its established business relationships as well as proactively engaging
our regulators to benefit all stakeholders.
Driven by our key strategies and PIP2019-2021, we are confident that we will be able to serve our customers better and create a delightful “TM Experience”
at every touch point.

Mapping of Key Strategies and PIP2019-2021

Customer Centric Organisation
STRATEGIC PILLARS
SIMPLE AND
DIGITAL

CONVERGED
SERVICES

1

2

Note:
1. Revenue Preservation and Uplift
2. Sustained Profitability

ENABLERS

1

2

4

3. Improved Cash Flow
4. Increased Productivity

INTEGRATED
NETWORK
INFRASTRUCTURE
AND DIGITAL
PLATFORM

LEAN AND
LOWER COST

2

3

2

3

4

PEOPLE
DEVELOPMENT

4

Over the next three (3) years, our focus will be on the following three (3)
strategic pillars:

Our network and Warga TM are the enablers to deliver the three (3) strategic
pillars:

Strategic Pillar 1

Enabler 1

Converged Services

Integrated Network Infrastructure and Digital
Platforms

Maintain existing revenue streams and uplift revenue over time by delivering
new services in convergence and digital solutions
Strategic Pillar 2

Simple and Digital
Digitise customer experience whilst simplifying products, processes, network
and IT operations
Strategic Pillar 3

Lean and Lower Cost

Make selected investments in our integrated network infrastructure to
expand our coverage and build digital platforms to improve customer
experience and our business operations.
Enabler 2

People Development
Nurture and equip our people through capability-building, future-skilling and
new ways of working as well as inculcate a customer-centric culture. mindset.

Optimise costs from significant operational efficiencies, increase in productivity
and change to leaner operating models

The strategic pillars and enablers explained above are mapped into the Performance Improvement Programme (PIP2019-2021), which provides a clear
guidance on the action plans that TM need to efficiently execute to achieve the set targets and our shared vision over the next three (3) years.
The PIP2019-2021 will navigate the Group’s direction through simplified systems, processes, and governance. Initiatives prioritised under all four (4) pillars
are set to accelerate our efforts across the Group to strengthen our delivery and performance.
1

Revenue Preservation and Uplift: Amongst initiatives undertaken to maintain and grow revenue include launching new products and
solutions; tapping into new opportunities in the private and public sector; strengthening our value-adding connectivity play via integrated
solutions and ecosystem approach.

2

Sustained Profitability: We will expand our cost rationalisation initiatives; by lowering operational and network cost, optimising supply chain
for improved performance, reducing international connectivity cost via content localisation and leveraging on digital for lower costs to acquire/
serve. We will also be actively negotiating with partners and vendors to improve overall cost efficiencies as we move towards collaborative
models with partners.

3

Improved Cash Flow: We will enhance the adoption of best practices for capital spending and efficiencies; re-prioritise network spending;

and improve on our back end processes. Sweating of existing assets will focus on optimising utilisation of existing network infrastructure, whilst
making selected investments and access-seeking for network expansion.
4

Increased Productivity: Warga TM will embrace the AGILE way of working; whilst reinforcing the various productivity levers available to us.

With AGILE, we will be able to build cross-functional and empowered teams, with a scope for frequent reassessment and adaptation of plans.
This will enable faster decision-making, seamless and efficient execution towards operational sustainability and building a lean, high-performance
organisation which reinforces customer centricity
Moving forward in 2019, TM will simplify the way we do business, to excel
in our performance, sustain our efforts, and explore new frontiers of growth
through continuous innovation that is inspired by customer insights.
We are clear on our mission to achieve our aspiration as a key partner and
enabler of Malaysia’s Digital Nation. Towards this end, we will focus on our
core strengths and increase the tempo of our execution in order to achieve
improved business performance, and ultimately, deliver greater value creation
to our shareholders.
Our revenue preservation and uplift plans include accelerating convergence
across our products and services portfolio. This includes continuous broadband
expansion with speed upgrades, collaborations with OTTs for enhanced video
services and strengthening our market share, especially mobile. On the
business front, we will be focusing on high-value verticals and key accounts
and tapping into digital opportunities beyond connectivity. We will also
accelerate new business offerings in the global and wholesale market, by
revamping product portfolios and solutions into an attractive wholesale model.
As part of sustaining profitability, we will be more vigilant towards improving
direct costs, business collaborations and domestic roaming; in tandem with
improving the efficiency of our network and IT systems. Beyond costs to
serve, within the organisation itself, we are optimising all cost items including
rental, utilities and consolidation of marketing expenditures. Enhancing
cost-consciousness among Warga TM has contributed to significant cost
reduction over the years, and we shall continue to streamline our cost to
sustain our profitability.
Our network is one of our biggest investment and valuable asset. Over the
years, we have invested in newer infrastructure and systems to replace or
upkeep based on lifespan and utilisation. To improve cash flow, thorough
assessment of our network is being done consistently, enabling us to
optimise our network while expanding its reach.

We will focus on sweating our existing assets alongside a more selective
roll-out to expand our coverage. In the event of new infrastructure being
built by potential new entrants who can provide network access in the coming
years, we see this as an opportunity for us to expand our coverage without
having to invest heavily. As such, where it is feasible, we will also access-seek.
Beyond that, we are also ensuring efficient core and non-core portfolio
management as well as improving account receivables management across
all three (3) customer clusters.
Also, our most valuable asset, Warga TM, will be empowered through nextlevel productivity in order to achieve operational sustainability. We will adopt
a culture of increased urgency and tempo as we transform towards becoming
an “AGILE workforce”. We will delayer our people as we move away from
a hierarchical organisation, providing more empowerment towards achieving
our aim of increasing customer centricity.
The PIP2019-2021 outlines our commitment to deliver our best across the
board whilst holding true to our identity as an institution. The new strategic
direction of TM will motivate us to collaborate, cooperate and co-create a
progressive future for everyone, in realising our vision to make life and
business easier, for a better Malaysia. Now and always, with many more
exciting milestones along the way, we are HERE FOR YOU.

IMRI MOKHTAR
Acting Group Chief Executive Officer
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Market Analysis
& Outlook
REAL GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP) OUTLOOK
Overall, the industry has been facing many challenges in an era marked by rapid digitalisation, stiffening competition, price wars, datafication, industry
pressures and other cultural and socio-political factors affecting consumer preferences and behaviour. Both fixed and mobile operators and their ability
to operate viably and profitably are hugely impacted by these trends.
In 2018, we saw operators evolving their operating models by embracing digitalisation and ICT to supplement growth, while working on operational and
cost-efficiency initiatives to remain sustainable.
According to Malaysian Institute of Economic Research (MIER), Malaysia is projected to achieve a GDP growth of 4.5% in 2019. Domestic demand will
continue to be the engine of growth, however, there will be a slowdown in external demand.
Malaysia: Real GDP Growth
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RETAIL MARKET SIZE
The telecommunications sector is facing increasing challenges in this digital era, and Malaysia is not exempted as hyper-competition, price reductions, an
exponential rise in data consumption, and regulatory changes are putting pressures on operators’ business operations.
Retail Market Size 2019F = RM31.70 billion
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The consumers’ and businesses’ demand for fixed-line services will persist.
The traditional voice subscriptions are expected to continue to decline as
consumers move towards Mobile Voice and OTT voice platforms. The
demand for fibre connectivity and high-speed broadband, on the other
hand, will be driven by the introduction and mass adoption of high bandwidth
services such as streaming 4K content, virtual reality, eSports, cloud
applications and smart homes.
To encourage fibre rollout, there is a need to incentivise building owners,
managers and developers to prepare for fibre within their premises. It will
also be important to streamline and accelerate local authorities’ approval
process and right-of-way requirements to deploy fibre in a timely and
affordable manner.
Technical development for data transmission via copper such as Very-HighBit Rate Digital Subscriber Line (VDSL), Vectoring, Super-Vectoring, G.fast,
Fibre to the Cabinet (FTTC) and Fibre to the Distribution Point (FTTdp),
which increase the broadband bandwidth from the traditional basic copper
connection, has increased significantly over the years, providing a viable
medium-term solution before the fibre network is installed.

WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS
In response to the increasing dependence of consumers on smartphones
for internet access and digital experiences, the 4G mobile coverage will
continue to be our focus, and will be extended to the remaining sites/
areas in the country. The digital lifestyles of current and future consumers
will drive the need for faster and affordable connection speed and bandwidth.
This will put pressure on Mobile Network Operators to continue to invest
in infrastructure to provide high data speed plans, without increasing prices.
As the standards and specifications for 5G are being finalised, we will see
its adoption in ecosystem, trials and initiatives in 5G becoming more
common. Models of 5G smartphones are expected to be introduced into
the market. Hence, it is important that the spectrum roadmap and availability,
coupled with the right policy and guidelines for 5G are finalised in 2019,
in order to keep Malaysia ahead of the 5G development.

INFORMATION & COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY (ICT)
As Malaysia aspires to achieve a developed-nation status by 2025, ICT has
been identified as one of the key enablers of all development. The
transformation of both consumer and business landscape will continue to
be driven by key trends such as the shift of users from traditional computers
to smartphones and tablets; the rising demand for real-time interactive
multimedia content supported by mobile technology; and popularity of
cloud computing, Big Data Analytics, X-as-a-service (XaaS – delivering
anything as-a-service), social media applications, and the IoT.

DATA ANALYTICS & ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)
Datafication is a technological trend turning all aspects of our life and
business into computerised data, transforming such information into new
forms of value. In other words, with digitalisation, we will continue to see
huge amounts of data being produced from different sources and activities.
The survival of businesses and their appetite to compete and deliver new
solutions will, therefore, depend on their ability to process and make sense
of such data (with speed) to ultimately create and deliver value. Advanced
analytics and AI will continue to play a huge role in shaping our future,
transforming every aspect of the Telco business – from automated data
processing, intelligent efficiency improvement solutions, hybrid computing
and connectivity to personalised customer experience and differentiated
product solutions.

INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT)
IoT has revolutionised the way businesses operate. It creates a wide-ranging
ecosystem for meaningful and intelligent exchange of data. The Government
of Malaysia has taken a special interest in developing the IoT sub-sector,
which has resulted in several market partnerships. IoT continually focuses on
integrating the massive, new flow of data from machines and sensors with
existing and emerging data source in order to produce novel and actionable
new insights. Moving forward, the commercialisation of ‘smart city’
infrastructure is expected to drive IoT adoption across key social and
economic sectors.

DATA CENTRE & CLOUD
With Internet of Things (IoT) gaining popularity to gain insights and improve
decision making, more physical objects, sensors and devices will be connected
to the internet. According to a report by GSMA Intelligence, we can expect
a sizeable increase in the number of 5G connections, reaching 1.1 billion
by 2025, driven by opportunities in the health sector, electronic payments,
auto-piloted cars, virtual reality, artificial intelligence and machine learning,
new smartphones and wearables.

Cloud computing is attracting investment in data centres and is driven by
the demand from Software-as-a-Service (SaaS); Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS); and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS). As users are feeling more comfortable
and secure about storing data on the cloud, businesses are also recognising
their ability to scale and reduce cost through the deployment of cloud
infrastructure.
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Key Risks
and Mitigation Measures
At TM, our business and operating models are supported by a robust ERM Framework, which endeavors to future-proof the organisation against market
uncertainties and performance deterrents. Broadly, our primary risks to business arise from increased competition and changes in the industry landscape,
in addition to other risks associated with sustainability and reputation. Below are some of the key risks and mitigation actions outlined for 2018.
COMPETITION
Key Risks

Mitigation Actions

•

•

Preserving revenue, margins, competitive advantages
and reducing customer loyalty due to changing
customer demands and behaviour, emerging new
technologies and increasing bandwidth
consumptions for content and applications in the
market.

Implemented several action plans to improve TM’s competitive position via PIP2018. The
initiatives included:
– Intensified sales activities and customer engagement nationwide via ‘Gerak-Gempur’
initiative and personalised sales call to customers.
– Accelerated speed upgrade for unifi and Streamyx customers.
– Introduced unifi Basic plan as introductory and most affordable package.
– Launched new unifi Mobile postpaid plans and packages.
– Shifted from pure connectivity offering towards integrated ICT and converged solutions
tailored to industry verticals.
– Placed greater emphasis on consultative selling integrating both connectivity services
and beyond connectivity solutions.
– Strengthened competitive edge towards becoming a total end-to-end solutions provider
by leveraging on affiliate companies to capture regional opportunities with minimal
investments as well as through collaborations with other established global players.
PRICING PRESSURES

Key Risks

Mitigation Actions

•

•

Realisation of targeted go-to-market in positioning convergence and digital offering as
market differentiator. Bundled packages are offered to preserve average revenue per
customer (ARPC).

•

Implementation of cost optimisation and management across the Group to affect revenue
gaps.

De-growth of revenue, market share and competitive
advantages due to the entry of more service
providers into niche segments on the back of
pricing revision for High Speed Broadband (HSBB)
Access and Transmission services.

FUTURE OF 5G
Key Risks

Mitigation Actions

•

•

Participate in 5G Showcase Launch organised by MCMC, to convey TM’s capability and expertise
in deploying 5G technology.

•

Contribute to National 5G Taskforce led by MCMC – in Working Groups for Spectrum,
Infrastructure and Regulatory – targeted to be completed by end October 2019.

•

Conduct field trial in Q3’ 2019 to better understand the performance and limitations of 5G
for future deployment, as well as to explore new use cases. The field trial seeks to validate
the viability of 5G as a Fixed Wireless Access solution for TM.

•

Acquire 5G knowledge and competency by continuously keeping abreast of 5G market
development on a global and local front.

•

Results from our 5G initiatives will help us perform a feasibility study on 5G deployment to
ascertain our capability to invest, by managing our investments in spectrum and network
development.

•

•

5G spectrum policy and availability is currently
uncertain for Malaysia, which hinders further planning
and progress of 5G.
5G device and application ecosystem takes time
to mature with mass adoption, and may require
subsidies in early phase.
5G investment is expected to be significantly high
with uncertain returns.

We continue to focus our efforts on anticipating and reducing risks while taking advantage of any opportunities that may emerge. The adoption of the
ERM framework across the organisation continues to provide the assurance that the risks affecting us have been reasonably identified, assessed and
addressed to minimise the risk impact on TM.

Financial Performance
Review
In 2018, we faced various headwinds from competitive market dynamics such as industry liberalisation and challenges on the backdrop of increasing
competition. The challenging operational environment and intense competition have had a significant impact on TM’s performance.
Nonetheless, the various initiatives undertaken to improve our efficiencies via our PIP2018 were reflected in the overall financial results for the year 2018.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE (FOR FY2018)

Group Revenue

Normalised
Group EBIT

11.82
billion

Normalised
Group PATAMI

1.07

RM

632.4
million

RM

RM

billion

Total CAPEX
18.1% of revenue

2.14

RM

billion

Interim Cash Dividend
2.0 sen per share

75.1

RM

million

For a more in-depth review of our Financial Performance, please refer to the accompanying separate book on Financial Statements; and on our Financial
Management, to the Group Chief Financial Officer (Group CFO) Review, on pages 76 to 79 which immediately follows this MD&A.
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Our premier Convergence brand, unifi has been raising the bar for Malaysia’s high-speed broadband service in terms of speed, coverage and affordability.
In 2018, unifi continued to upgrade broadband plans for existing customers, now up to 800Mbps.

KEY BYTES

As an enabler of the Digital Nation, unifi has a unique
role to ensure that all Malaysians are able to enjoy
the benefits of broadband everywhere. In moving
towards a digital and creative-led economy, it is
imperative that Malaysia scales up to higher
broadband speeds to enable the endless possibilities
that technology and a digital lifestyle can bring.
unifi is here to lead the charge to realise the vision
of a Digital Nation, with what we do best – providing
reliable high speed broadband services at affordable
prices and best value in the country.

>2.5 million homes, 1.3 million unifi customers
>400,000 SME customers
53.0% convergence household penetration
109 (62 HD) unifi TV channels

ACCELERATING THE CONVERGENCE EXPERIENCE WITH unifi
Our objective is mainly to provide the best possible online experience
everywhere, and convergence has made it possible. Improving customer
experience has and always been a priority, and we are constantly improving
our network expansion plans. To date, our converged networks of fixed and
wireless have reached close to 3.0 million homes and SMEs. We will continue
to expand our converged network, penetrating into rural areas and crossing
oceans to reach the islands.
We see convergence of network infrastructures as the key enabler of digital,
where unifi will continue to play a critical role to keep Malaysians connected.
To deliver a seamless connected experience, unifi services include superfast
broadband – covering fixed, mobile (LTE) and public WiFi connectivity – to
homes, offices and public places. Coupled with our digital services such as
unifi TV, value added services and future over-the-top apps, we are delighted
to deliver a convergence experience to our customers anytime, anywhere
and on any device.
We believe the convergence experience should be inclusive for everyone.
This is why we have made unifi more affordable and competitive with an
entry plan of RM79; and for our existing customers, we continue our
efforts to upgrade their broadband speeds up to ten (10) times at no
additional cost.

coverage areas have enjoyed free upgrades to unifi. We have also successfully
upgraded more than 181,000 Streamyx customers residing in non-unifi
coverage areas to two (2) times their existing speed, where technology
permits, at the same price.
For those yet to be upgraded, we will continue our ongoing discussions
with the Ministry and the Malaysian Communications and Multimedia
Commission (MCMC) to explore specific funding options, various fit-forpurpose technologies as well as optimising existing industry mechanisms
in order to deliver a better broadband experience nationwide.

Turbo Upgrading Exercise as at end January 2019

>911,000 unifi customers upgraded to 10X speed
>239,000 Streamyx customers in unifi areas upgraded to unifi
>181,000 Streamyx customers upgraded to 2X speed

As at January 2019, we have upgraded more than 911,000 unifi customers
up to tenfold speed boost from their existing speed via our turbo upgrading
exercise. Over 239,000 of our Streamyx customers residing within unifi
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HERE TO MAKE LIFE EASIER THROUGH DIGITAL
Digital is one of the material aspects of unifi business and sustainability. As the digital landscape is maturing, customers are continuously evolving their
needs of the things that can make their lives easier. The digital way of doing business has also driven SMEs to revisit their strategies to do more with less
and enhance the overall customer experience. Addressing these demands, we continued our efforts to increase digital adoption amongst our customers,
including SMEs by improving our product mix and service delivery.
In 2018, we introduced a group-wide Driving Digital Adoption (DDA) initiative to drive the improvement of our customer experience by using digital means.
The initiative helped mobilise our resources to promote digital channels, solutions and applications to both our external and internal stakeholders. In a
nutshell, it drove the acquisition of new customers, migrate existing customers to digital as well as reduce costs through traffic diversion from inbound
calls towards digital channels.
In response to the increasing demand for OTT content, we have enhanced our offerings and features with additional OTT content for unifi TV and unifi
PlayTV app. We are excited to see traction from our customers, and we are also in the midst of collaborating with other potential OTT partners. For unifi
Mobile customers, we have offered greater convenience and liberation through unifi Mobile #BEBAS, which allows the flexibility to scale-up their prepaid plans
based on their usage, all through mobile@unifi app.
For SMEs, we have introduced digital solutions such as web builder and cashless payment options. In addition to digital platforms that allow SMEs to
optimise their business operations as well as build new business networks in the digital marketplace.
On the services front, our emphasis is to improve the quality of customer interactions and engagement. In 2018, we simplified and enhanced self-care
features on the digital app, care@unifi, which ensure a seamless experience throughout the customer journey. We have also moved beyond traditional
marketing platforms, expanding our reach to customers through alternative channels such as social media and out-of-home media.

LEAN AND COST-SAVVY unifi
Our cost-saving initiatives focused on service and process improvements to enhance customer experience at unifi operations have generated positive
outcomes during the year, some of the key results include:
•

e-Bill enhancement – Converted 100.0% unifi customers to e-Bill to reduce paper and printing cost, with an optional charge of RM2 for a paper bill.
e-Bill is also an on-going go-green initiative.

•

Broadband Improvement Plan (BIP) – Achieved leaner operating costs associated with the legacy network, by offering speed upgrades and
conversion from Streamyx to unifi packages.

•

Hot billing function – Expedited resolution of customer issues and achieved 100.0% collections of final bill payment from terminating customers.

•

HERO app for Warga TM towards customer centric organisation – Elevated customer experience with the activation of mobile app that leverages on
Warga TM for sales lead generation and customers’ engagement in real time.

KEY MARKET RISKS & MITIGATION

1

2
3

MARKET RISKS

MITIGATION ACTIONS

Fixed-to-mobile substitution (FMS) trend, where consumers access
internet via mobile, even in homes as mobile speed (LTE) is
acceptable for daily internet usage.

Strengthened the reputation of unifi as the most reliable broadband
service, now available with speed upgrades of up to 800Mbps, with
an affordable entry package of 30Mbps at RM79. Attractive bundles
of unifi Home and unifi Mobile are also offered to give more value
for money to the market.

Intensifying competition from mobile operators, who ventured into
fixed broadband space.

Focused on more aggressive and targeted go-to-market for unifi, whilst
managing competitors through possible collaboration.

Shifting customers’ demand for OTT content and digital services,
as broadband has become a commodity service.

Enriched unifi’s convergence offerings, with localised entertainment
content, OTT apps and productivity bundles for businesses (marketing
and payment solutions).

MOVING FORWARD 2019 AND BEYOND
1

Revenue Preservation and Uplift: unifi will continue to deliver affordable convergence offerings as our value proposition. Our focus will be
on intensifying the unifi Mobile go-to-market to increase our market share in the mobile space. To further increase the unifi take-up rate, we
will continue to offer bundled services to include fixed, wireless and content at attractive prices to offer more value to our customers.

2

Sustained Profitability: Our efforts to improve digital interactions and simplify processes in unifi operations will contribute to significant cost
savings. Our approach will be to eliminate redundant and obsolete processes, and replacing them with digital solutions, such as self-care
applications. We will also focus on populating content from potential OTT partnerships, instead of curating our own content, to reduce spending
and optimise costs.

3

Improved Cash Flow: We will continue to channel strategic investments to our network expansion plans, for both fixed and LTE. This will
be done through prioritisation of areas and phases of deployment. We will also leverage on new emerging technologies to revive existing
network infrastructure.

4

Increased Productivity: In our efforts to cultivate a happy workplace, we will not only enrich employee policies and programmes, but also
drive high-performance teams by continuously upskilling and motivating them to contribute towards building a dynamic and sustainable
organisation of the future.

Our evolution from Broadband Champion and Convergence Champion has equipped us to become the enabler of Digital Nation. unifi will embrace the
digital future and ultimately, we look forward to connect more Malaysians, enriching their lives in digital, forming digital society and digital businesses.
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TM ONE is our business-to-business arm serving the enterprise and public sectors. Leveraging on our wideranging capability, we partner with businesses to realise their digital aspiration. Digital has enabled new value
creation, cost savings and new revenue generation. In return, Malaysians benefit from the convenience of
various digital services across these industries.
As an integrated telco and an enabler of Malaysia’s Digital Nation, TM ONE is well positioned with our
comprehensive infrastructure and solutions to enable the ecosystem for a digital business and digital government.
TM ONE offers an array of digital solutions for enterprises and the public sector tailored to their industry.

VALUE CREATION LEVERAGING ON CONVERGENCE
Beyond just connectivity, TM ONE is our one-stop centre that enables enterprises and the public sector
to realise their full digital potential. TM ONE currently serves more than 11,000 customers across multiple
industries and the Government.
TM ONE is focused on “verticalisation”, our approach of personalising end-to-end converged solutions for
businesses, tailored to their specific industry vertical. We work towards solidifying our digital in the following
seven (7) key verticals: Banking and Finance, Oil and Gas, Real Estate, Health, Education, Defence and Security
and Public Shared Services; where we had already made many encouraging achievements in 2018.
In stimulating digital transformation in the banking, financial and insurance sector, TM ONE announced its
commitment to collaborate with FinTechs, helping them to deliver customised financial solutions by bundling
their services with our offerings. FinTechs can leverage on TM ONE’s ability to provide powerful access to
market with solutions such as Customer Relationship Management (CRM), marketing and distribution, and
Fintech Infrastructure enablers such as Mobile Services, Data Centres, Cloud, Security and IoT services.

For instance, an insurtech company offering micro-insurance can tap into TM ONE’s Connected
Home solutions to provide contextualised insurance coverage to homeowners who are planning
for an overseas trip. Other potential services under the Banking and Insurance vertical include
Digital Customer Service, Automated Insurance Claims, Behaviour Driven Rewards, and Data Driven
Investment Solutions.
In the education sector, TM ONE has collaborated with a private international school in Penang for the
deployment and provisioning of TM’s dedicated premium network connectivity service. Under the
collaboration, we provide TM’s smart school system solutions which include School Management System
(SMS), Learning Management System (LMS) and School Attendance System (SAS). These innovative
digital solutions will enable students, teachers and school administrators to embrace digital in education,
accelerating the school’s digital transformation journey. To date, 85.0% of schools in Malaysia are ready
to be connected for e-learning implementation, through our fibre infrastructure. The remaining 15.0%
of schools can be connected via wireless such as VSAT and IP Radio for rural and remote schools. TM
ONE has the experience, commitment, solutions, nationwide fiberisation and open ecosystem that can
create a Secure Hyperconnected Ecosystem for Education 4.0.

KEY BYTES

2 State-of-the-art Tier III certified
Data Centre

>7,000
>4,000

enterprise customers
public sector customers

Call Centres
9 in Malaysia

3

in Indonesia

In keeping up with the Government’s efforts to raise public awareness on road safety, TM ONE and
the Malaysian Institute of Road Safety Research (MIROS) have signed a Memorandum of Collaboration
for the implementation of eCall Malaysia. Under this collaboration, TM ONE will provide communication
infrastructure, develop and manage the Emergency Call Centre for eCall Malaysia based on the
MERS 999 Emergency Response Call Centre. In addition, TM ONE has connected more than 1,300
police stations and more than 330 fire and rescue stations, for a faster alert response.
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We are also committed in our efforts to introduce IoT and smart services for
commercial properties. The adoption of smart services and converged
communications services in this digital era will pave the way for the
development of smart cities. During the year, we were awarded with a
project by the largest gated-and-guarded commercial precinct in Batu
Kawan, Penang. The first phase of the project includes deployment and
provision of extra-low voltage (ELV) service, smart services such as key lock
system, card access, CCTV and access points.

recover faster during emergencies, in compliance with various industry and
security certification standards including threat, vulnerability and risk
assessment (TVRA), ISO27001 and PCI DSS.
In this digital era, high performance computing assists in rapid decisionmaking, time saving and spending. Crucial information can then be stored
in TM ONE’s cloud in a more secured manner. TM ONE’s multi-cloud services

Banking Sector
3,000 bank branches connected
nationwide and internationally.

Education

Oil & Gas

>10,000 schools ready for learning
implementation.

Defence & Security
Connecting >1,300 police stations
and >300 fire stations & rescue
stations.

2,000 Oil & Gas sites enabled for
digital services.

Creating
Value
in IR4.0

Public Shared Services
Enhancing Ministries and
Government Agencies for better
productivity and collaboration.

INTEGRATED DIGITAL SERVICES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
We launched the TM ONE Experience Centre (EC) located at Menara TM ONE,
Damansara – an immersive 20,000 square feet with state of the art
technologies to showcase our integrated solutions for the verticals. The EC
delivers a unique digital customer experience across various touchpoints
of the interactive ecosystem with our vertical solutions (Real Estate, Education
and Healthcare) applied in ‘living’ context (residential, hospitality, shopping
mall, university campus, remote monitor and wellbeing). It is designed to
deliver technological solutions by creating a holistic ecosystem of solutions
for our customers to visualise the potential of digital in this business. There
are frequent visits to TM ONE EC, and we welcome businesses to EC via
online bookings at TM ONE portal.
Our Tier III certified Twin Core Data Centre – Klang Valley Data Centre
(KVDC) located in Cyberjaya has completed its phase 1 and is ready for
commercial operations in January 2019. Together with Iskandar Puteri Data
Centre (IPDC) in Iskandar Puteri, Johor, these data centres are fully equipped
with high redundancies to place the processing servers and cloud data
storage in a high security and high-integrity environment to fulfil hosting,
cloud and IOT needs. KVDC and IPDC can also be utilised as a disaster
recovery hub, effectively reducing downtime and helping companies to

Health
>90.0% of Government hospitals
connected

Real Estate
Pioneering smart city infrastructure
and digital services.

combine choice and control of services from key cloud service providers
that are pre-connected to TM ONE’s network. This enables us to have a
global ecosystem that connects businesses anytime, anywhere. We are also
revitalising our traditional product portfolio with cloud-based features for
higher resiliency, scalability, agility and better management.
As the digital adoption matures, our future investments will be centred
around ICT, smart services, analytics and security, which will be offered
through our cloud infrastructure. We are open to strategic alliances and an
ecosystem of local and global partners to create innovative digital services
and enable our customers digitally. With our capabilities, solutions and
expert resources, we are confident to expand ourselves in the digital market.
TM ONE Integrated Operation Centre (IOC) serves as a centralised command
centre for Network Operations and Security Operations of smart services.
IOC enables TM ONE to provide a single, nationwide, round-the-clock monitoring
dashboard to coordinate operations of smart services involving physical
devices and sensors, vehicles, buildings as well as incidents and events.
The main objective of IOC is to manage the operations of smart services
nationwide such as smart ICT, safety and security, smart mobility, city-wide
services, energy and facilities management, digital signages as well as citizen portal.

ENHANCING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
We are ramping up our efforts towards empowering digital for our enterprise and public sector customers. Towards delivering a connected experience
for customers, we have embarked on a number of innovative initiatives such as the formation of an Integrated Service Desk (ISD). ISD is capable of
delivering a connected experience to our customers through an integrated engagement of multi-skilled agents for the converged services with omni
channel capability.

KEY MARKET RISKS & MITIGATION

1

2

3

MARKET RISKS

MITIGATION ACTIONS

Businesses are changing their purchasing behaviour towards
integrated ICT services, where connectivity has now become a
commodity with minimal differentiation. Additionally, they are
demanding for lower pricing to meet their unique requirement.

We are moving away from pure connectivity offering towards integrated
ICT and converged solutions tailored to industry verticals. Our aspiration
is to achieve a mix of connectivity and ICT services of 50:50 by 2021.
Similarly, we are placing greater emphasis on consultative selling by
combining both connectivity and non-connectivity services (ICT, IoT,
Smart Services, Cloud, Analytics) into a single service offering.

In line with IR4.0, businesses are adopting digital processes into
their operations, while also opting to subscribe to on-demand
services to streamline their spending. Customer’s spending behaviour
has changed the traditional way of doing business – from fixed
upfront pricing to a utility model or other more flexible business
models.

Our business model will also change to meet new market requirement,
while transforming our delivery and operating systems to be more
flexible and efficient. This requires innovative transformation in our
business operations, including network optimisation and technology
refresh to support optimum scalability.

The industry landscape remains competitive. Due to digitalisation
of enterprise services, there is an influx of new licensed providers
in the market; with majority of them are small players within a
niche target market.

We proactively explore opportunities to collaborate with other providers,
both locally and globally. Our priority will be in the seven (7) key
vertical industries, where we welcome other providers to integrate
their solutions with ours, through collaborations or mutual partnerships.

MOVING FORWARD 2019 AND BEYOND
For TM ONE, the verticalisation will remain as an integral part of our business strategy. It helps us to understand our customers’ needs better based on
their operating industry and business environment. Over time, it will also help us to develop industry-based solutions using our IoT, smart services, data
analytics, security and cloud-based services.
1

Revenue Preservation and Uplift: Our focus will be on the seven (7) key verticals, our identified key accounts and high-value customers,
whilst we continue to defend and grow connectivity offerings. We will also go beyond and tap into growth opportunities in cloud, managed
security, and smart services amongst others.

2

Sustained Profitability: Our priority will be to closely monitor and manage our direct costs, by improving efficiencies of our network, IT,
maintenance as well as the customers’ projects. We will also optimise other cost items such as rental and utilities to control our overheads
and improve our margins.

3

4

Improved Cash Flow: We will demonstrate financial prudence by sweating existing assets, which will include efficient data centre utilisation
amongst other measures.
Increased Productivity: Our strategy will be the continuous ‘simplification’ of product offerings and improvement in business processes to
meet and exceed customers’ expectations in the most efficient and cost-effective manner.
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TM GLOBAL is our business arm offering domestic wholesale
connectivity to the local service providers as the industry’s backbone
and international connectivity to global telcos, as well as servicing
several prominent OTTs. In today’s challenging world, we understand
the importance to engage with the right technology and innovative
solution partners to keep up with dynamic market demands. TM
GLOBAL customised integrated solutions are tailored around each
customer’s requirement to deliver a seamless converged experience
of voice, data, bandwidth and multimedia. Listed among the top
service provider in Asia Pacific, we are constantly developing
advanced infrastructure coverage across Malaysia through fixed
fibre connectivity, comprehensive mobile solutions and content
hub ecosystem.

KEY BYTES

>20 Submarine Cable Systems spanning >190,000 km
28 Point of Presence
>100 Domestic customers
>400 International customers
6 Regional Offices Worldwide

ACCELERATING CONVERGENCE FOR LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL TELCOS
TM GLOBAL aspires to be the trusted ‘Accelerator of Business Growth’, connecting carriers and service providers across regions and into the digital world.
On the domestic front, TM GLOBAL is committed in providing comprehensive network solutions to local operators, both for fixed and wireless.
Our TM Next-Gen Backhaul™ (NGBH™) solution has gained traction with the rising number of mobile users. We are also bridging Malaysia to the rest of
the world, leveraging on our extensive international infrastructure. In the ASEAN region specifically, we have formed a strategic alliance with ACASIA to
provide an integrated communication solution through the strength of seven (7) major ASEAN telecommunication core networks.
Converging the domestic and international connectivity infrastructure has enabled us to add more value to our service offerings. The establishment of
Hub Ecosystem is an immediate example, where aggregation of service providers, content providers and OTT players residing in our data centres, has
allowed faster delivery of content for business and consumers in Malaysia. Leveraging on our own world-class data centre facilities across Malaysia, the
Hub Ecosystem has seen more and more partners coming on board to reside their information and content in Malaysia.

EMPOWERING DIGITAL TO BOOST TM’S GROWTH
In 2018, TM GLOBAL completed the development of its internal digital platform, referred to as SIMI (Single Interface, Multiple Information), to efficiently
manage operational workflows. The real-time reporting platform is capable of improving operational efficiencies, including submarine cable inventory
management and domestic backhaul inventory management.
TM GLOBAL’s continuous efforts towards building a digital culture is initialised by the introduction of SOFEA (System Operated for E-Alert) app through its
affiliate company, ACASIA. SOFEA provides real-time warning and alerts on threats to its subscribers. The information gathered by this application is
processed using big data analytics and converged communication technologies.
ACASIA subsequently enhanced its digital reach through SOFEA RUN smartphone application, commercialising virtual runs and allowing users to participate
anytime and anywhere while creating value for the ASEAN communities. Since June 2018, SOFEA RUN had successfully hosted two (2) virtual run events
namely, The Godfather Run and The Tham Luang Cave Run.
As TM GLOBAL continuously improves its operational workflows, it is committed to develop enhanced connectivity solutions and digital services for its
regional and global customers. As digital adoption keeps on compounding year on year, the shift towards digitisation and digitalisation will provide great
opportunities for TM GLOBAL to grow.
Additionally, in supporting our customers’ digital journey, while expanding into adjacent businesses, TM GLOBAL is also developing Software Defined – Wide
Area Network (SD-WAN). The solution will enable customers to have full visibility of its network, with improved security and lower bandwidth cost, translating
into better business agility. TM GLOBAL is also exploring to offer Content Delivery Network (CDN) solutions for content and media industry to enhance
their customers’ experience across geographic locations, especially ASEAN.

LEANER COST TO SERVE
EXPRESS is a troubleshooting mechanism implemented by TM GLOBAL to improve overall fibre fault restoration nationwide. The new fibre troubleshooting
method is capable of improving fault isolation time from an average of 6 hours to less than 2 hours. The implementation of EXPRESS enables TM to
reduce unnecessary truck roll to customer premises, and eliminate more than 50.0% of TM’s legacy processes. The effectiveness of EXPRESS has been
well proven, as TM bagged the Gold Award, competing against international telcos at the Kaizen Olympic Awards during NTT-Arcstar Carrier Forum (ACF),
held in Tokyo in September 2018.
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KEY MARKET RISKS & MITIGATION

1

MARKET RISKS
Market competition due to price erosion and dynamic customers’
requirements.

MITIGATION ACTIONS
•

•

2

Change in other countries’ political, legal and regulatory guidelines.

•
•

3

Change in local pricing structure.

•

•

4

Increasing pressure for innovative solutions globally as operators
and other service providers seek to strengthen their digital market
position.

•

Strengthened competitive edge towards becoming a total endto-end solutions provider through collaborations with other
established global players envisioning ‘Business Made Easier’.
Leveraged on affiliate companies to capture regional opportunities
with minimal investments.

Monitored the latest geopolitical changes in countries where TM
holds investments.
Established an effective crisis management and resiliency planning
mechanism to protect investments and improve business continuity
planning.

Devised competitive solutions by building new capabilities and
optimising internal strengths and leveraging on TM Group and
subsidiaries’ resources.
Leveraged on affiliate and subsidiary companies to strengthen
product offerings.

Tracked latest technologies and established effective partnerships
with value-add and technology providers to accelerate the
development of new beyond connectivity solutions.

MOVING FORWARD INTO 2019 AND BEYOND
TM GLOBAL will remain as the industry backbone, providing comprehensive network solutions domestically while connecting Malaysia to the rest of the world.
1

Revenue Preservation and Uplift: The domestic wholesale market will continue to hold huge potential for TM GLOBAL, mainly from backhaul
and front-haul requirements by mobile players. The mobile backhaul enrichment, focusing on 5G network ecosystem initiative, provides new
impetus for TM GLOBAL to capture more market share within this segment. The demand for connectivity and internet content in the global
market is expected to grow exponentially over the next three (3) years, mainly in the ASEAN region. Global connectivity services will be enriched
with new solutions such as CDN and SD-WAN, potentially uplifting TM’s revenue.

2

Improved Cash Flow: TM GLOBAL will focus on optimising network infrastructure, product enrichment as well as collaborations with subsidiaries,
internal and external potential partners. TM GLOBAL will also prioritise on access seeking from other providers while maintaining selected
investment for network expansion and IT operations.

3

Sustained Profitability: TM GLOBAL will continue to expand its Hub Ecosystem by attracting more international content players to
co-locate in Malaysia. While the Hub Ecosystem will attract more opportunities from the ASEAN region, it will also serve as a platform designed
to reduce TM’s overall costs.

4

Improved Productivity: In addition to our focus on core connectivity business, TM GLOBAL will explore and expand its business horizon to
offer managed services and digital solutions to its regional customers. The aspiration will be accelerated by the establishment of Partnership
Ecosystem, where TM GLOBAL will explore possibilities to collaborate and establish a partnership with potential technology providers, OTT
players and content providers to develop new solutions for vertical and adjacent markets. SOFEA and SOFEA RUN applications developed by
ACASIA are setting the trend for TM GLOBAL, encouraging more partnerships to deliver more innovative solutions for its customers.
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IT & Network Technology
The Backbone of our Customer Solutions
WHAT WE DO
Our Information Technology & Network Technology (IT&NT) division is the
key enabler in elevating our technological advantage. IT&NT is in charge
of planning, building, delivering, operating and maintaining TM’s network
infrastructure and IT systems – the backbone of our customer solutions.
Known as the ‘factory’ of the company, this division consists of experts
working around the clock to monitor the country’s network, providing the
best experience to our customers.
For the past few years, IT&NT had been hard at work in improving IT
processes and expanding our converged fixed and wireless network. We
are making selected investments to ensure our assets and resources are
fully optimised towards a leaner organisation, without compromising excellent
customer experience.

KEY INITIATIVES
In 2018, our infrastructure investments were focused on connectivity
improvement including broadband ports, LTE and WiFi expansion. Our
investments also include digital infrastructure development for ICT, data
centre, cloud and smart solutions.
Recently, KVDC Phase 1 was completed and is now ready for service since
January 2019. As part of its twin core feature, IT&NT has connected KVDC
with IPDC in Johor, ensuring optimum redundancy for both data centres.
Within the organisation, IT&NT continued its support for digital empowerment
by introducing initiatives such as CEREBRO, DRAGON and SWIFT to improve
internal processes and increase productivity. CEREBRO is a programme
designed to cleanse network inventory and address data integrity through
automation of network inventory updates; meanwhile Digital Revolution
– AGILE on the Net (DRAGON) initiative focuses on digitising project
management processes for infra delivery from end-to-end. SWIFT (Workforce
Management System), was launched as a platform to digitise our assurance
and fulfilment processes. IT&NT is also adopting the Enterprise Architecture
Management (EAM) Framework to build an architecture that stitches business,
IT and network architectures together.

We have embarked and continue to deploy more efficient capabilities and
functions to unifi customers such as the WiFi Optimise Tool. For businesses,
we are also adopting Software-Defined Network (SDN) and Network Function
Virtualisation (NFV) technologies to adhere to the changing market needs.
SDN and NFV will help simplify our network and operations through a
programmable network that enable auto configuration from online portals.
In our effort to enhance customer experience, we launched a unified
ticketing and communication system known as the Network Extended
Ticketing System (NExT) to increase the resolution efficiency of Commonly
Known Cause (CKC) issues and network incident management.
IT&NT is supporting our business clusters in improving sales conversion by
fulfilling network requirements in a timely manner and providing sufficient
workforce for unifi and Streamyx installation. A special programme has also
been established to accelerate network readiness for businesses. A range
of cost optimisation initiatives has been introduced to reduce OPEX, which
include the review of international capacity, bandwidth, maintenance
contracts and materials management. IT&NT also achieved CAPEX optimisation
via sweating of existing assets such as reboundary of unifi areas to
accommodate new customers and optimising the current network design
to increase its capacity to uphold our services.

WAY FORWARD
IT&NT paves the way through the creation of leaner operations and
managerial processes. This is achieved through various initiatives such as
redesigning process, simplifying network architecture and sweating of assets.
We aim to become more efficient in supporting unifi, TM ONE and TM GLOBAL
with highly efficient teams to deliver any requirement with regard to network,
IT infrastructure and customer solutions. Moving forward, our initiatives
include expanding our converged network, perfecting IT architecture with
digital and automation, harnessing big data analytics, as well as developing
open source capabilities.

CONNECTIVITY
•

>90.0% of the country’s population has access to
our fixed and wireless networks

•

>350,000 km fibre cables laid nationwide

•

>5.5 million broadband ports deployed nationwide

•

>3,400 LTE sites deployed

•

>13,000 WiFi hotspots

DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE
• Converging connectivity with ICT through
integration of systems

• Enabling Twin Core technology by interconnecting
KVDC and IPDC

• Providing world-class cloud hosting facility at KVDC

• Providing platforms for IoT and smart solutions,
leveraging on connectivity

Group Digital Centre
Here to Empower Digital
WHAT WE DO
Our digital journey is reliant on our capability to innovate the latest technological trends. In 2017, Group Digital Centre (GDC) was established to catalyse
TM’s ‘‘Empower Digital” strategy. With key focus on policies, people and processes, GDC seeks to enhance and digitise our business across the Group.
Since then, GDC has helped to increase business efficiency, improve customer experience and enable cost saving opportunities.

Launched Open Innovation
Platform (OIP) and uReka programme to
liberalise and accelerate Digital in TM

KEY INITIATIVES
In 2018, GDC continued to drive digital empowerment in TM, anchored on
Digitisation and Digitalisation. Under Digitisation, we have implemented
sustainable liberalisation programmes like the Open Innovation Platform
(OIP) to accelerate development of digital services and uReka, the initiative
that crowdsources internal talents to develop applications. As a result,
Warga TM were able to translate innovative ideas into various solutions that
solve both customers’ and employees’ day-to-day challenges. This culture
of innovation has now become a norm in TM.
As we digitise our internal processes, we are able to test, learn and gain
insights from the results. This has not only allowed TM to develop better
and more efficient internal systems, processes and tools, but also see us
potentially offering these solutions to the market, creating new revenue
streams.
For Digitalisation, we focused on new undertakings such as the Electronic
Know-Your-Customer (eKYC) and Customer Analytics for the Financial
Services and Retail verticals respectively. Another key development area
was the business transformation of the Yellow Pages Directory which outlines
the shift of its focus towards digital advertising as well as providing SMEs
with digital marketing capabilities with stronger Malaysian flavour. We look
forward to the outcome having seen encouraging results. We shall continue
iterating our solutions to the market.

• Winner at WITSA Global ICT 2018 for
Mobile Excellence Award
• Winner at MSC Malaysia APICTA 2018
for R&D Award

Additionally, GDC continues to create value for TM and the nation at large
through TM R&D’s breakthrough research. Focusing on four (4) themes Connectivity, E3 Infra, Productivity Tools and Digital Services. The research
and development efforts were recognised when TM R&D won the WITSA
Global ICT 2018 Mobile Excellence Awards for LTE Plus, as well as an R&D
Award for Smart Helmet at the MSC Malaysia APICTA 2018.

WAY FORWARD
To keep true to the promise of Life Made Easier, GDC is tasked to drive
the Simplification programme in TM. Under the Simple and Digital strategic
pillar, GDC aims to generate easier and simpler ways for customers to
engage with TM by simplifying business processes and products. The drive is
expected to result in cycle-time improvements and productivity uplift, which
leads to network, IT as well as operations simplification. This sets the
foundation for sustainable cost savings and workforce productivity
improvements.
At the same time, GDC shall continue to orchestrate the consolidation and
synchronisation of all TM’s Digital assets and capabilities, thus supporting
TM’s contribution towards shaping Malaysia into a Digital Nation.
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Group Human Capital Management
Here to Nurture Digital Talent
WHAT WE DO
Group Human Capital Management (GHCM) plays a key role in enabling
digital-savvy workforce within TM. As part of our digital empowerment
journey, GHCM developed a digital talent framework, which emphasises on
upskilling Warga TM through specialists. The framework also encompasses
competitive compensation to attract and retain talent, with specialised
career paths in TM. It is our objective to position TM as a strong recruitment
brand for talent in digital.

The “Sayangi TM” programme was introduced, with new benefits such as
annual leave purchase, work from anywhere, 4-day work week, insourcing,
and optional adjustment of TM’s contribution to employees’ EPF. This
programme provided flexibility to employees, allowing them to organise
their working arrangements to accommodate individual matters out of the
office. The voluntary EPF contribution adjustment, which was implemented
on a specific-period basis, received tremendous response from Warga TM,
signalling their willingness to contribute beyond the call of duty when the
Group faced challenges.
In addition to the “Sayangi TM” programme, GHCM also implemented other
initiatives such as delayering the organisation structure to improve agility
and decision making, adjusting working hours for critical teams, redeploying
talent to areas of higher business needs and selective hiring and replacement
of employees.

HIGHLIGHTS

Continuous productivity
improvement through a mix
of established and innovative
programmes

Digitisation of Human
Resource services to enable
new ways of working anytime,
anywhere

Promoting work-life balance
and flexibility towards
employees’ needs

As part of our efforts to digitise our HR services, various apps have been
developed internally to provide better accessibility to tools and resources
for employees anytime, anywhere. HR functions such as leave management,
internal job application, performance tracking and reporting, medical letter
of guarantee application and training planner were made easier through
mobile apps. Moreover, to ensure that our employees are able to stay
productive and connected while they work on-the-go, our communication
and collaboration app, FLOW, has been updated with more features including
group chats, video calls, files transfer and tasks assignments. FLOW has
replaced other instant messaging apps for work, with a live engagement
platform for employees to connect and collaborate to deliver various
operational and executional efficiencies. Digitisation will continue to create
a mobile and digital savvy Warga TM.
Believing that a healthy workforce is a productive workforce, we also encourage
healthy living through various health-related programmes and activities
such as after-office gym classes, health seminars and outdoor sports. These
programmes had received effective participation from Warga TM.

WAY FORWARD
For 2019, GHCM will focus on reshaping the organisation to deliver a leaner,
more efficient workforce to support our overall business strategies. To
achieve operational sustainability through next-level productivity, our initiatives
will be centred on building a high-performing workforce with the right skills
that are able to sustain business competitiveness.

KEY INITIATIVES

In addition, we will also expedite and cultivate a more digital-enabled
workforce by future-proofing our Warga TM with new emerging skills; simplify
our processes and devise innovative solutions to accelerate performance.

Throughout the year 2018, we have outlined strategies to enhance and
optimise workforce productivity and at the same time continue to provide
benefits for employees in terms of flexibility, work-life balance and convenience.

GHCM will be uniting heads, hearts and hands in nurturing a highly motivated,
committed and focused workforce to increase their resilience and prepare
them to face future challenges.

Way Forward
In 2019
As we move forward in 2019, we will be guided by our PIP2019-2021
to navigate the organisation towards realising our vision to make life
and business easier, for a better Malaysia. We are confident that under
these principles, we will chart a new path as a truly customer-centric
organisation. We hope that all our shareholders and stakeholders continue
to place their trust in TM, as we reinforce our commitment to make life
easier – always delivering value while accelerating Malaysia’s digital
transformation. The very purpose of our existence is to improve lives,
uel aspirations and oster gro th that is meaning ul or each one o
you. Our motivation is shaped by our people, and the execution of our
vision is enabled by our capacity to push boundaries of convergence in
today’s digital era. With that, we promise to always be here to develop
and protect the nation’s digital future, thus leading the way to a better
and more connected Malaysia.
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Malaysia, unifi is doing right by you!

In running a business, everything about your
customers becomes ‘your business’. This would
include their feelings, emotions, and
understanding what every customer needs and
wants, which is crucial towards the success of
a company.

customers, retaining the existing ones are equally
critical. Therefore, to solidify unifi’s position as
the nation’s leading Converged Service Provider,
it is imperative for unifi to make Customer
Experience (CX) as a key driver of its ultimate
business strategy.

In these highly competitive times, customer
experience has garnered much attention. Many
experts believe it is the next competitive battle
ground. Products and services are no longer
the competitive differentiators for businesses.
The focus has shifted towards the experience
a brand is able to deliver to their customers
across the entire customer journey.

Customer experience (CX) refers to a customer’s
perception of their overall interactions with a
company. Since customer expectations are
higher than ever, customer experience has
become a key driver of customer retention and
acquisition. In short, customer experience is
more than just customer service.

The situation is no different for unifi, a lifestyle
brand across our services, dedicated to serving
individuals, homes and SME customers in
Malaysia. While it is important to acquire new

To stay ahead of the competition, we regularly
review and enhance our customer interaction
journey for our homes and SME customers. As
we continue to invest in our people development
to address customer pain points, we are

constantly reminded that to deliver a high-quality
customer experience is to ensure a seamless
service throughout the entire customer journey.
As such, we have gradually been shifting away
from the traditional customer support via call
centres and outlet interactions, towards an
enhanced customer experience by going omnichannel. What this means is that instead of
adopting a multi-channel approach, we enable
our customers to interact with us and be serviced
via any channel. It eliminates disjointed systems
and interaction silos between various departments
and also provides the opportunity to collect
valuable feedback to map the common ‘pain
points’ along the customers’ journey.
Today we see more and more customers wanting
to help themselves and perform their own
troubleshooting with ‘self-service’. A variety of
initiatives have been introduced, with the aim

“The golden rule for every business is this: ‘Put yourself in your customer’s place.”
– Orison Swett Marden

to reduce customer effort during engagements
while delivering faster and high-quality resolution.
Keeping customers informed (KCI) is key, and
customers are now proactively notified of new
features, installation/restoration updates, outages
and potential suspensions via care@unifi app
and a much improved www.unifi.com.my.
Value creation is another way unifi has proactively
addressed its customer pain points. Value has
many different meanings. To some, ‘value’ means
price (what is the value of this service?), to others
it means benefit (the value I get from this
service). It also means the worth of something.
That is why you hear some people saying “value
for money” (meaning they are price sensitive);
and others who prefer “money for value”

(meaning they are willing to pay for what they
consider as benefits, from a brand or a better
product, or more convenience etc.).
What the customer pays for is not only price
(cash) but also the benefits, advantages or quality
of the product, after sales service, image and
brand of the company or the brand of the
product, overall experience, satisfaction one
gets in using the product and so on. Guided by
all of these from a product and pricing
perspective, unifi caters to the different types
of customers based on affordability as well as
their usage pattern (low/ high). While for some,
value is driven by a greater speed experience
via speed upgrades, others might consider richer
content offering delivered via Video on Demand

(VOD) and OTT content collaborations more
valuable. To string all of these together is the
opportunity to have/enjoy seamless access/
connectivity via unifi Home, unifi Mobile and
unifi Wifi. Creating customer value increases
customer satisfaction and experience.
Our efforts today is part of a journey to be a
truly customer centric organisation. unifi will
continue to listen and work together with our
customers (through Focus Group Discussion
sessions) in our efforts to not only remain
competitive but also relevant in an ever-changing
digital landscape for individuals, homes and
SMEs. We will incorporate the element of ‘care’
(which we believe will go a long way) throughout
the end to end customer journey.
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Group
Chief Financial Officer’s
Review

HERE TO SUPPORT BUSINESS SUSTAINABILITY
TM’s financial performance in 2018 reflected the challenges we faced from
the intense shifts in the competitive landscape and industry dynamics. At the
same time, it also served as a catalyst for the finance organisation to take a
lead in ensuring TM’s sustainability as a business was protected and that the
Company remained resilient in the uncertainties we faced.
Recognising the potential financial impact of the fast-changing landscape that
came with the dawn of the new Malaysia, we first took the difficult, yet
necessary decision to revise our Headline KPI downward from what was
originally announced earlier in the year. At the same time, Management took
immediate steps and implemented the PIP2018, with four (4) key objectives,
which are to uplift revenue; to sustain our profitability in light of increasing
operating cost; to improve our cash flow, and to increase productivity of our
assets – both our network and our people.
In 2018, we recorded revenue of RM11.82 billion which was lower by 2.2%
against 2017 mainly due to the challenging operating landscape. From a
products perspective, our internet & multimedia revenue grew by 3.7% against
last year due to higher takeup of unifi boosted by unifi TV content. Wholesale
voice growth was outpaced by decline in retail voice, which resulted in lower
total voice revenue by 5.3% against 2017. Data revenue declined by 8.7%
mainly due to a provision of RM169.2 million, which was the estimated impact
of the new Mandatory Standard of Access Pricing on our wholesale segment.

We are heartened to report that the quick action under PIP2018 helped to
rein in escalating cost. Closer scrutiny and optimisation of cost, alongside
reprioritisation of capital projects were undertaken and will continue through
as well as refined as we undergo our next transformation phase. However,
due to the challenging business, industry and economic conditions which
prevailed over the second half of 2018, the Group recognised a provision of
RM982.5 million for the impairment of fixed and wireless network assets. These
impairment losses were projected based on an assessment of the recoverable
value in use of the affected network assets at respective entity levels.
Management assures that we will continue to review the economic circumstances
surrounding these assets in the coming periods to reflect any potential
impairment or recoverable value.
Stripping off the abovementioned impairment, we recorded improvement
across our manpower, marketing, depreciation and other operating costs, with
optimisation across our other cost lines resulting in the ratio of operating cost
against revenue reducing from 91.1% in 2017 to 90.8% in 2018.
We delivered Group Reported PBT of RM17.4 million, mainly due to the noncash impairment loss and lower revenue. Group Reported PATAMI was at
RM153.2 million against RM929.7 million recorded in 2017. Excluding the
impact of one-off non-operational items, the Group’s Normalised PATAMI was
RM632.4 million.

NOR FADHILAH MOHD ALI
Group Chief Financial Officer

As we weather this phase to emerge stronger, we are placing greater
emphasis on cash flow and operating ratios to ensure we continue to
sustain at this accelerated pace and increase value to our stakeholders.
Our total capital expenditure (CAPEX) for FY2018 was RM2.14 billion, or
18.1% of revenue. The expenditure comprised 57.0% of total spending for
access, followed by 18.0% on core network and the remaining 25.0% for
support systems. CAPEX last year was markedly lower than earlier guided
of 19.0-20.0% of revenue as at July 2018, revised from our initial guidance
of the mid-to high-20.0% of revenue (as at early 2018), mainly due to
re-prioritisation of projects and sweating of existing assets in response to
the challenging conditions.
We closed the year with a healthy cash balance of RM2.76 billion, as a
result of improved working capital management. We paid closer attention
to collections and our Account Receivable (AR) days, with continued
enhancements taking place to our credit and collection practices.

We also remain vigilant in keeping our strong financial indicators, and
maintaining our debt ratios within the headroom guidance of 2.5x Gross
Debt/EBITDA to preserve TM’s investment-grade credit standing. In 2018,
our Gross Debt/EBITDA ratio was 2.4x. Whilst we have kept our credit
rating at investment-grade (as set out in the table), we acknowledge that
the weakening of certain financial metrics had resulted in the downward
revision of our baseline credit assessment by Moody’s from “a3” to “baa1”
in May 2018, and we have put in place new measures and controls to
ensure that our financial fundamentals and cash flow are fortified.

TM Credit Rating
Moody’s

A3 (baseline credit assessment “baa1”)

S&P

A- (stand-alone credit profile “a-”)

RAM

AAA
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TM EXISTING DEBTS
as at 31 December 2018
IMTN 001

IMTN 002

IMTN 003

IMTN 004

IMTN 005

IMTN 006

IMTN 007

IMTN 008

4.50%

4.20%

4.20%

4.00%

3.95%

3.95%

3.93%

4.30%

Maturity Date

25 Jun 2021

13 Sep 2021

10 Dec 2021

13 May 2022

19 Dec 2022

28 Apr 2023

23 Jun 2023

18 Dec 2020

Principal (RM)

300,000,000

300,000,000

200,000,000

250,000,000

300,000,000

400,000,000

250,000,000

200,000,000

Coupon

Note:

(i) ICP is an abbreviation for Islamic Commercial Paper and IMTN is an abbreviation for Islamic Medium Term Note
(ii) IMTN 001 to IMTN 007 were issued under the ICP/IMTN programme of up to RM2.00 billion
(iii) IMTN 008 to IMTN 017 were issued under ICP/IMTN programme of up to RM3.00 billion
(iv) IMTN 018 was issued under ICP/IMTN programme of up to RM4.00 billion

Foreign Currency Debt
Yankee Bond
Coupon

7.875%

Maturity Date

1 Aug 2025

Principal (USD)

300,000,000
Term Loan

Interest Rate

3mLibor + 0.91%

Maturity Date

30 Oct 2020

Principal (USD)

100,000,000

Note:

The USD term loan was swapped to RM exposure with an average interest rate
of 4.01%

EMTN 001

EMTN 002

EMTN 003

Currency

USD

USD

USD

Coupon

3.70%

1mLibor + 1.35%

3.422%

Maturity Date

25 Feb 2026

19 Aug 2023

15 Nov 2026

Principal (RM)

50,000,000

50,000,000

75,000,000

Note:

(i) EMTN is an abbreviation for Euro Medium Term Note.
(ii) EMTN 001 to EMTN 003 were issued under the multi currency EMTN
programme of up to USD750.0 million, which is Islamic.

Throughout the year, regulatory and consequent competitive risks were the
top-of-mind concerns in the capital markets. Clarity was regularly sought
on newsflow affecting TM, such as broadband price cuts, as well as intensifying
competition in the retail space alongside potential new infrastructure providers
competing in the wholesale space. TM’s share price was impacted over the
year, closing 57.8% lower at the end of 2018, against the closing of the
year prior.
Nevertheless, efforts continue to nurture our relationship with our stakeholders
in a timely, proactive and transparent manner, to keep them updated with
all the developments and to clarify, to our best extent, any concerns raised.
Ensuring compliance with best practices, all communication with the capital
market participants are governed by our internal policies and guidelines,
which are kept in line with the numerous corporate governance and disclosure
guidelines prescribed by the regulatory authorities, namely Bursa Malaysia
and the Securities Commission.
In addition to the abovementioned, concerns relating to our ability to keep
to our dividend commitment was also at the top of mind. These are matters
of great importance to Management and the Board. In light of the current
operating landscape and after careful consideration of the potential impact
on our earnings alongside our efforts to transform the Company to adapt
thereto, the Company revised its dividend policy to support our long-term
strategic objectives. It was announced on 26 November 2018 and takes
effect from the financial year end 31 December 2018. The new dividend
policy states that the Company intends to distribute yearly dividends of
40.0% to 60.0% from its PATAMI. Dividends will be paid depending on overall
business and earnings performance, capital commitments, financial conditions,
distributable reserves and other relevant factors.

IMTN 009

IMTN 010

IMTN 011

IMTN 012

IMTN 013

IMTN 014

IMTN 015

IMTN 016

IMTN 017

IMTN 018

4.82%

4.738%

4.55%

4.55%

4.23%

4.88%

4.58%

4.73%

4.342%

4.68%

21 Mar 2024

27 Jun 2024

7 Oct 2024

20 Dec 2024

10 Jun 2022

28 Nov 2025

3 Sep 2027

18 May 2028 25 Aug 2023 31 Oct 2028

300,000,000

300,000,000

300,000,000

300,000,000

300,000,000

300,000,000

500,000,000

250,000,000

250,000,000

800,000,000

SHAREHOLDER RETURN (2014-2018)
RM Million
863.2

153.2

808.0

847.9

941.2

894.9
808.0

846.8

804.2

Reported PATAMI
Normalised PATAMI
Ordinary Dividend
75.1

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

New dividend policy is based on Reported PATAMI

HERE TO POWER TM’S TRANSFORMATION
One of the key roles for Group Finance and the Finance organisation in this
critical phase is to ensure TM remains fundamentally strong, with sound
financial management to power TM into its new enhanced state. This will
entail shifting the organisation’s position as the partner to the business to
being at the forefront – beyond reporting, budgeting and its customary role,
to being the organisation that ensures the business cases associated with
new projects, investments, spending and management of our assets will
yield the highest and most sustainable value, whilst protecting the interests
of the company with robust risk management and stringent internal controls.
Cashflow and balance sheet management remains prominent over this
period, with priority to maintaining our strong liquidity position. In order to
fund our business plan for 2019 (with a CAPEX guidance of the same level
as 2018) and for the next few years, we have mobilised our comprehensive
capital programme, the first initiative being the successful launch of our
AAA-rated Islamic Commercial Papers and Islamic Medium Term Notes
pursuant to an Islamic Medium Term Notes Sukuk Wakalah Programme
with a Combined Limit of RM4.00 billion, in September 2018.

As we progress toward strengthening Group Finance’s influence and
participation in key decision making, we continue to see progress in the
adoption of digital and non – traditional ways of supporting the Group and
increasing the quality of our deliverables. As we speak, initiatives to strengthen
the Finance organisation, in response to the higher expectations placed
upon us as a team, and TM as a company, are also well underway,
encompassing all the finance-related skillsets as well as future digital skills
and other ancillary capabilities to add value to our people.
Strong financial discipline has always been the foundation of the TM Group,
and Group Finance will reinforce our commitment to demonstrate our
persona of being the most valued partner to the business, to be the
organisation that will support the execution of the PIP2019-2021 and one
that is here to power this phase of transformation.
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Enabling Industrial
Revolution (IR) 4.0

Throughout the past century, we have seen major industrial shifts across several
sectors of the economy. The introduction of the assembly line propelled the
manufacturing industry to become the main mechanism for the economy. However,
in recent years a new wave of thinking has emerged which could disrupt the current
economic landscape. The economy is moving towards a more data-driven approach.
Companies and businesses are valuing data analytics to predict new global market
trends. People are calling this movement Industry 4.0 (IR4.0). It refers to a new
phase that moves away from the old models in the Industrial Revolution. IR4.0
emphasises on the importance of interconnectivity, automation, machine learning,
and real-time data access. Plants that have adopted this concept are being called
“smart factories”. These factories incorporate technology into their systems thus
allowing them to monitor the physical processes of production hubs and make
decentralised, non-human reliant decisions.
To be considered as IR4.0-enabled, factories and
systems need to be interoperable, provide a highlevel of information transparency, give technical
assistance, and make decentralised decisions. The
machines within these factories and systems need
to be able to communicate with each other. It allows
for a more fluid interaction that would help in the
operations as a whole. Systems need to be able to
store any data or information produced as a virtual
copy which can help in contextualising information
accurately. Creating these complex systems would
enable a high-level of technical assistance that
could support humans in making strategic decisions
and solve pertinent issues. Self-correcting systems
would greatly reduce the amount of human
interaction needed to provide upkeep and instead
focus on more innovative developments.
In Malaysia, we have begun to take steps towards
embracing IR4.0. Based on the “Industry4WRD
National Policy on Industry 4.0” by the Ministry of
International Trade & Industry, it was mentioned
that the digitalisation of production-based industries
is driven by a set of rapidly evolving and converging
technologies. The government realised the potential
of the digital economy and has identified the major
factors which contribute to it. The policy discusses
about four (4) key IR4.0 technologies which are
cloud computing, cybersecurity, Internet of Things
(IoT), and Big Data analytics. These sectors have
been the main topics in the new digital economy
and it has seen a rise in demand worldwide.
On TM’s side, we have taken it upon ourselves to
answer the challenge set by the market and
government. We are currently restructuring our
product and services portfolio which focuses on
catering to Cloud services. By creating a virtual
ecosystem for our services, we would be able to
gather and analyse data efficiently at any given
time. Cloud services consist of technology stack
delivering applications such as Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) which would be
able to accommodate broad variants based on our
customer’s needs.
As part of our cloud-based connectivity initiatives,
we have started to introduce Software Defined Wide
Area Networking (SDWAN) products for our services.
Through this, we are able to offer our customers

superior value-added services with distinct levels
of services. This gives more power to the consumer
to choose what works best for them. The choices
range from Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS),
Long Term Evolution (LTE) and C-Bands which show
that our SDWAN packages were made to meet
various customer demands. In 2017, we launched
the ‘Biz Accelerator Suite’ (BAS) which aims to meet
the minimum requirements of budget-conscious
customers. For those with low and medium sized
budgets, we have included the ‘SDWAN Professional’
package. These packages are catered to solve
connectivity issues for the majority of our customers.
As part of our premium services, we have designed
the ‘SDWAN Premier’ which allows our customers
to take full advantage of our high-speed connections.
Looking into the future in 2019, we have mapped
out the plans for our smart services. We will focus
in two (2) areas – Smart City and Smart Real Estate.
With the increasing population in Malaysia and
more people moving into the cities, we have created
a plan to help alleviate this concern. By incorporating
the use of technology into urban planning, we are
able to improve on previous plans and develop a
more sustainable city. The use of technology in
our surroundings would help local authorities to
work efficiently. Cities would be safer and any
problems found in local operations would be handled
by a smart ecosystem. We firmly believe that this
is the right direction that we need to make in order
to progress as a society.
TM ONE as the enabler for businesses and the
public sector offers a comprehensive suite of fully
integrated digital and infrastructure services that
aid customers’ transition to new operating
environments enabled by cloud, virtualised services
and IoT such as digital payment platforms, Digital
IDs, Cybersecurity, Geo Information System, Cloud
as well as smart cities. In realising the customers’
digital transformation. These solutions will fulfil
the needs of businesses in embracing digital
convergence as the next frontier of advanced
innovation. In today’s world of digital disruption,
businesses are now able to find the best way to
efficiently transform their operations through data.
With technological advancement, digitisation and
data analytics have rapidly reformed the business
landscape, enabling the advent of new business
innovations and new forms of competition.
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